Effectiveness of delayed 2-day lymphoscintigraphy on sentinel lymph node detection in patients with breast cancer with negative early lymphoscintigraphy.
Most centers perform lymphoscintigraphy for the detection of sentinel lymph node (SLN) in patients with breast cancer within 2 hours after radiotracer injection. However, the interval between the injection of the radiotracer and surgery may not be long enough. In this study, we evaluated the effectiveness of delayed imaging (more than 15 hours) for SLN detection in patients with negative early images. We retrospectively analyzed a database of 401 patients with breast cancer referred for SLN detection. On the day before surgery, lymphoscintigrams were obtained at 30-minute intervals until SLN was detected or 120 minutes. In those patients who failed to localize SLN on the early images, delayed imaging was performed the next morning. Twenty-seven (6.7%) patients failed to show SLN on the early images. In the 27 patients, delayed imaging was available for 14 patients but not for 13 patients resulting from the tight time schedule for surgery. Of the 14 patients with delayed images, SLNs were successfully harvested in 10 patients (71.4%) at surgery. In contrast, in the 13 patients who lacked delayed images, SLN was only harvested in one case (7.7%) at surgery. The intraoperative detection rate for SLN was significantly higher in the 14 patients with delayed images than that in the 13 patients without delayed images. Two-day delayed imaging is significantly useful to increase the rate of localizing SLN at surgery in patients with a negative early image.